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COORDINATE TRANSFORMATIONS USED
IN OGO SATELLITE DATA ANALYSIS
1. Geocentric Celestial Inertial Coordinates: GCI System
Z
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Figure 1. Geocentric celestial inertial coordinates (,jci system). The Z axis points at
the north celestial pole; the X axis points at the vernal equinox; and the Y axis com-
pletes a right-handed orthogonal system. The XYplane coincides with the earth's equa-
torial plane.
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2. Geographic (Distance) Coordinates: GD System
Zgd
xgd
Figure 2. Geographic (distance) coordinates (gd system). The Z d axis points at the
north celestial pole. The X g d Y g d plane coincides with the equatorial plane, the X g d
and Y d axes being intersections of the meridian planes at geographic longitude 0' and
90 0 E gwith the equatorial plane, respectively.
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3. Topographic (Geographic Direction) Coordinates: G System
NORTH POLE
Figure 3. Topographic (geographic direction) coordinates (g system). On any spherical
surface concentric withthe earth theX axis points to the north, the Y axis tothe east,
and the Z axis to the center of the earth.	 99
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4. Geomagnetic Coordinates: GM System
Zgm
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Figure 4. Geomagnetic coordinates (gm system). The Z gm axis points at the north geo-
magnetic dipole pole. The Xgm axis is the intersection of the geomagnetic dipole
equatorial plane and the geomagnetic dipole meridian plane containing the north ce-
lestial pole. The Y gm axis completes a right-handed orthogonal system. The geo-
graphic co-latitude, O gm , and the geographic east longitude, 6 gm1 of the north geo-
magnetic dipole pole are taken to be: Ogm	 11.4°, and 6 gm = 290' ( —701.
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5. Solar Geomagnetic Coordinates: SGM System
ZSgM
Figure 5. Solar geomagnetic coordinates (sgm system). The ZS m axis points to the
north geomagnetic dipole pole. The X sgm axis is defined by the intersection of the
geomagnetic dipole equatorial plane and the geomagnet c dipole meridian plane contain-
ing the sun. The Y sgm axis completes a riyht-handed orthogonal system. The solar
vector, S s9m , lies in the X sgm Zsgm plane.
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G. Solar Magnetospheric Coordinates: SM System
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Figure b. Solar magnetospheric coordinotes (sm system). The X sm
 axis points o3t the
sun. The X sm Zsm plane contains the north geomagnetic dipole pole. The Y sm cxis
completes a right-handed orthogonal system
Yse
7. Solar Ecliptic Coordinates (SE System)
Z se
Figure 7. Solar ecliptic coordinates (se system). The X5e axis points at the sun
The X 5e Yse plane coincides with the solar ecliptic plane, and the Z 5e axis points at
the north ecliptic pole. Solar ecliptic ;atitude, E,f e , and solar ecliptic longitude, (t,.,
are given by:
f	 h8` f = sin--I lZse (X Se + Y se	 Z5e) )
A = ton ' t ( Y Se /X 5e ) = eos' I { X se %(X se ' Yse)''')
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8. Coordinate Transformations From GCI Coordinates to Other Coordinates
8.1 Symbols
a = satellite right ascension
b	 satellite declination ( satellite geographic latitude)
satellite geographic longitude
F - 23° 27' 8.26" = obliquity of the ecliptic plane
Bgm 11.4 0 = geographic co-latitude of the north gcomagnetic dipole pole
! Km - 290 0 (_ -70°) = geographic longitude of the north geomag netic d'oole
pole
geomagnetic longitude of the sun
/	 geomagmetic longitude of the satellite
y geoma^nletic latitude of the sun
S = solar vector in g.c.i. system (given in km)
8.2 Transformation 'Matrices
(a) G matrix: gei system to g system
- sin L cos u -	 sill sill Cos
G - sin a Cos a 0
- COS	 COS a -COS Sill - Sln
(b) matrix: gei system to gd system
	
/ COs (a - k)	 Sl ti (a. - k)	 0
	
J - —s ill ((I—k)	 COS(a — k)	 0
0	 0	 1
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(c) R matrix: gd system to gm system
Cos C,gm Cos 09m cos B gm sin  ^gm - S 1 n egm
	
R = - SinQ)qm	co s q5gm	 0
e	 Sin Pgm cc S ^gm Sin 9gm Sin gm cos E^gm
(d) V matrix: gm system to sgm system
	
cos Q sin
	 0
	
V = - sin 8 cos	 0
0	 0	 1 )
r( = geomagnetic longitude of the sun) can be determined as follows: The
solar vector, S , in geomagnetic coordinates is obtained from the solar vector,
mS, in gci coordinates by
Sgm = R J S
Writing components of Sgm as ( s gm, l
, s gm. 2^ s gm. 3 ), 8 is given by
= tan-1 (Sgm.2/sgm, 1) = COS- 1 (Sqm• 1 / (sgm, 1 + Sgm
2)1/2)
(e) W matrix: sgm system to sm system
/cosy 0 sin 
	
W	 0	 1	 0
- sin y 0 cos y
y (=geomagnetic latitude of the sun) can be determined by
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Figure 8. Angle 71
Y = tan-1 (S gm,3 /s gm. 1)
See (d) for tree components of the sun vector, S , in geomagnetic coordinates.
gm
(f) H lnatrix: gci system tc se system
cos 77	 sin 71 cos F.	 sin 7] sin E
H	 - sin 7q	 cos 77 tos E	 cos -^ sill
0	 - sin E	 cos E
where '1 is the angle between the XgC . axis (- the vernal equinox) and the sun
vector (Fig. 8), namely,
Tj = cos-1 {s 1 % (s i t s2+ 	 s 2 ) 1  2
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Here s l , s 2 , and s 3 are the XgCi , Yg,i , and Zg,i components of the sun vec-
tor, S , respectively.
8.3 Transformations of a Vector A in the gci System
(a) To the topographic (g) system:
A =GAg =
(b) To the geographic, distance (gd) system:
Agd =JA
(c) To the geomagnetic (gm) system.
Agm=RAgd =RJA
(d) To the solar geomagnetic (sgm) system:
ASgm=VAgm=VRJA
(e) To the solar magnetospheric (sm) system:
Asm = W ASgm - W V R J A
(f) To the solar ecliptic (se) system:
ASe =HA
^s
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9. Expressing a Vector A by the Magnitude and Two Angles with Respect to
the Solar Ecliptic Coordinate System.
Given a vector  at a point P in space, the vector can be described by its
magnitude I AI and two angles ,-., and Se , where 
use 
and ySe are respec-
tively solar ecliptic latitude and longitude given by
=tan-' { A( A2	 A2	 1 2 }se	 se.3'
	
se, 1 *
	
se, 2
= sin-1 (Ase,3/A)
¢se - tan
-1 ( A5e 2 '
i 
Ase.1
=cos -1
 iA	 (A2	 t Az	 1;11
	
se.l
	
se.l
	 se.2
where As e . 1 ' As e. 2 , and As e . 3 are Xs e , Ys e , and Zs e components of A andA=;Al.
10. Expressing a Vector A by the Magnitude and Two Angles, D and I .
Given a vector A at a point P in space, the vector can be described by its
magnitude I A I, and two angles, declination D and inclination I.
Let A
g , g,2	 g.3
, A	 , and A	 be X 
g 
Y 
B	 ^
, and Z components of A. Then D and I
.
are given by
D = cos-I tAg
 1 /(A2 1 + A
2 	 1/21
 2^1 /21
tan 1 (AR 2 /Ag 1)
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I=sin1(Ag.3/A)
I
	 tan-I/
 {Ag 3 (AK 1 + A2
	
/2)
where
A = I A
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